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Both games are released under a Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike license (CC BY-SA 3.0) 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/ 
 

The way most players handle fantasy adventure games is starkly practical. They are homeless, loaded out with all 
the weapons and armor money can buy, and they tend to roll around the countryside looking for lucrative work 
killing and looting. No sane person wants these people to come to town—unless you have a problem worse than 
they are, and a reasonable chance of persuading them to stab it for you. 
 
Brent P. Newhall made a great game that focuses in with laser-like intensity on this play style. I remixed it because I 
had some ideas about how it would work at my table. I stripped out the delightful flavor of the murderhobo joke to 
aim more for playable flexibility. I also excised the profanity so the game could be played with a less vulgar crew. 
Both modifications are against the spirit of the game, and I understand that! I liked the bones of the thing, so I made 
the changes I’d make at my table. I am sharing the result with you. 
 
I encourage you to check out the original, and donate in gratitude for the delightful little system I’m remixing here. 
I’m not aiming for the same niche as the original, not exactly, so you should definitely check out the original. 
 

http://www.rpgnow.com/product/129865/MurderHobos 
 

  

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/
http://www.rpgnow.com/product/129865/MurderHobos
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Murderhobo Remix 
Name:   Player:  
Description:  
 

STUFF I DO  Stuff I avoid  Class Stuff 
 Kill   Magic  Class:  
 Survive   Traps  Class Die:  KP:  
 Know   Poison  Level:  kP Next Level:  
 Blather   The Law  Hits:  
 

Class Skills 
 
 
 
 
 
 

All My Stuff 
Gold:                    
Everything Else: (weapons, armor, treasure, outstanding warrants, etc.) 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Adventures I Survived Awesome Character Picture 
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Murderhobo Remix Rules 
 
Character Generation 

• “Stuff I Do” gets 4 points in one, 2 in another, and 1 each in the other 2. 
• “Stuff I Avoid” gets 4 points in one, 2 in another, and 1 each in the other 2. 
• Pick a class. Note the class die. Choose 1 skill. Put in “hits” equal to ½ maximum result of class die. 
• Name and describe your character. 
 
Leveling Up 

Every monster is worth 1d20 kill points per hit it can take. (A monster that can take 3 hits gives 3d20 kill points.) 
Whoever killed the monster decides how (or whether) to split the points. When a murderhobo levels, gain 1 class 
skill, 1 to spend on “Stuff You Do,” 1 to spend on “Stuff You Avoid,” and 1 more maximum hit. 
• Level 2: 100 kp. Level 3: 200 more kp (300). Level 4: 400 more kp (700). Level 5: 800 more kp (1,500). 
 
Stuff You Do 
Roll d20 and add the stat bonus. Roll high. Difficulty is 5 is easy, 10 is moderate, and 15 is tough. NPCs never roll. 
 
Action Roll Result 

Kill More than target Hit! 
Equal to, or 1 below Hit, enemy counters. Survive test (10+monster hits) or take a hit. 
-2 or less than target Miss, enemy counters. Survive test (15+monster hits) or take a hit. 

   
Survive More than target You dodge. 

Equal to, or 1 below You don’t feel the hit until the end of the fight, take damage then. 
-2 or less than target You take the hit. 

   
Know More than target You know what you need to know. 

Equal to, or 1 below You know something, but not the whole story. 
-2 or less than target Durr… 

   
Blather More than target Hah! You get away with it. 

Equal to, or 1 below You may get some more leeway, but your target is suspicious. 
-2 or less than target Yeah, that didn’t work. 

 
Stuff You Avoid 
If a character is about to get nailed by magic, traps, poison, or the Law, then roll 1d20 + the bonus for the relevant 
stat, against a difficulty. If successful, consequences of the immediate problem are avoided. 
 
Gear 
Weapons, armor, and tools have three general classes; shoddy, decent, and excellent. Each class adds x10 to the cost 
of the item. (A shoddy sword might be 5 gold, a decent sword 50 gold, and an excellent sword 500 gold.) You can 
get +1 to a relevant roll for each class it has, but if you do, then you have to roll 1d10 at the same time. If the 
number comes up equal to or less than the bonus you are getting, then the object goes down a class in quality. (If 
you use an excellent sword and don’t get a bonus out of it, then it will not degrade. If you push it and get +1, then it 
goes from excellent to decent if you roll 1 on 1d10. If you push it for the +3 bonus, then it degrades to decent on a 1-
3 on 1d10.) Shoddy gear that degrades is worthless. Weapons to kill, armor to survive, specialist gear to know, and 
fancy clothes to blather. Players can decide whether or not to use bonuses after seeing the roll they’d modify. 
 
Hits 
Rest for 6 hours and get all hits back. A character reaching 0 hits dies. 
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Murderhobo Remix Classes 
 
Class skills (the points) can be used once per day unless the skill is in italics. The class skill can be used again if the 
character is willing to take a hit for the strain, or rests for 6 hours. 
 
Fighter 
Class Die: d8. You kill stuff. 
• Brutal. When you succeed on an attack, deal 2 hits. 
• Death Blossom. Attack up to 3 enemies at once. Roll for each, deal with each counter-attack separately. 
• Duck! Automatically dodge a hit. 
• Expert. Add your level as a bonus to a roll. 
• Relentless. Your attack automatically hits. 
 
 
Sneak 
Class Die: d6. You get away with stuff. 
• Acrobatics. Move up to 20 feet through or around people or obstacles. If not directly watched, do it 

unobserved. 
• Backstab. If you attack someone who did something else this round already, or is not aware of you, get +2.  
• Clever. Roll your class die and add it as a bonus. You can do this after seeing how the original roll went. 
• Plan B. Reroll a failed roll. (If you used Clever on the original roll, you can keep the bonus for the reroll.) 
• Sticky Fingers. Pickpocket, sleight-of-hand, or steal. Works on an item the size of an apple or smaller. 
 
 
Priest 
Class Die: d6. You embody the will of an unpleasant cosmic power. 
• Mental Assault. Deal 2 hits to an enemy in line of sight. If the target dies, its skull explodes. 
• Aura of Pain. Roll your class die. Deal a hit to that many enemies within 50 feet of you. 
• Cosmic Choke. Focus on an enemy in line of sight, and roll higher than (15+1 per target’s hits.) You get +1 per 

your level. If you succeed, then each consecutive round you concentrate the target can take no action, and takes 
1 hit choking damage. 

• Overwhelm Mind. Focus on an enemy in whispering range, and roll to overcome a difficulty set by the DM 
based on how tough the target’s mind is. Add your level to the roll, roll your class die and add the result as a 
bonus. If you succeed, the target will do anything you say for the next 10 minutes. 

• Heal. Touch a target and heal the target to full hits. 
 
 
Sorcerer 
Class Die: d4. You are plugged into the arcane fabric of reality. 
• Black Fire. Roll class die, add level, and do 2 hits to that many targets in line of sight. 
• Fist of Fury. Make a fist for the next hour, spectral, twice the size of yours. It has mass, takes no damage, can 

carry up to 150 lbs. It can move up to 50 feet higher than you. It can move fast enough to count as a ranged 
weapon, inflicting 1 hit. 

• Spectral Head. Create an incorporeal copy of your head that lasts for an hour. It can move up to 100feet away 
from you. You can see, hear, smell, and taste through the head, making it visible or not at will. It cannot be hit. 
You can nod, shake your head, or make expressions, but not speak through it (you can speak fine.) 

• Wall of Ice. Create a 20’x10’ wall of ice. If you catch enemies in it, they are encased, and they must burst it or 
die (a task beyond the reach of humans.) The wall has the strength of a heavy wood door. 

• Weapon. You can use magic to duplicate the effect of melee or ranged weaponry, and add up to +1 per your 
level. If you add a bonus, roll for degrading as though the spell was gear. If it degrades, you cannot use this 
again until you rest. 
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Murderhobo Remix DM Stuff 
 
The basics: don’t roll things, make the players roll. For difficulty, 5 is easy, 10 is moderate, 15 is hard. To scale it, 
add the hits a creature can take to the difficulty, or incremental difficulties of +2. And, if it strikes your fancy, let 
monsters break the rules. That’s pretty much it. 
 
Monsters have a difficulty to hit them equal to 5 +hits they can take. So, regular soldiers would be 6 difficulty to hit, 
and a dragon with 10 wounds is difficulty 15 to hit. You can add or subtract if you feel like it, but that’s the baseline. 
If you have the spare effort to spend, you can use the gear rules for NPCs and monsters if you like. And if players 
attack each other, that’s a quick way to tell how hard it is for them to kill each other. 
 
If monsters attack from ambush, or not all of them are engaged by players, then they are as difficult to avoid as they 
are to hit. Instead of players testing “Kill” to hit, they test “Survive” to avoid the hit. 
 
Monster Tricks 
Automatic aura-style damage, save vs. magic to negate. Area attacks. Free dodge. Ultra-tough armor. Gear-
destroying attacks, like roll 5 or more or the gear degrades. Extra kinds of movement (flying, fast swimming, 
teleportation, etc.) Extra kinds of sensory awareness (like seeing in the dark, tasting the air, track by scent, etc.) 
Enormous size gives them tanks of 5 extra hits per size category. Breath weapons. Sticky goo. Mind control. 
Vampiric attacks restore hits. 
 
Basically decide how tough their attack is, defaulting to the difficulty to hit the monster. For scaling attacks and 
such, let the attack degrade as they lose hits. 
 
Economy 
This is the wrong game to worry about price lists and how the economy works. Grab a different game book’s 
equipment list, or just make something up and make it reasonably consistent by region. Or just handwave it. 
 
Past Fifth Level 
Seriously, you guys are still playing? Okay… well, when they would hit sixth level, they have to multi-class into 
another class. They start getting those class skills. And, any time they would use the class die, they roll both and add 
them together. Because they are awesome now. Maximum +9 on a stat. Feel free to make new class skills up, too! 
Then characters can pull from the old class with new skills, or the skills of the new class. 
 
Magic Items 
Here are some sample magic items to get you started. You can make some class-specific and not others, or open 
them up so anyone can use them. 
 
• Thirsting Blade. Fighter. Every hit it inflicts, it gets to add +1 on an attack without testing weapon quality, up 

to +3 at a time. It can hold up to +6. The first time it degrades, its maximum drops to +3. The second time it 
degrades, it is no longer magical. 

• Visiting Pouch. Sneak. The pouch can connect with any other closed container within line of sight. When the 
owner reaches into the pouch, the pouch’s contents are actually whatever is in the other closed container, or vice 
versa. Good for pilfering, planting evidence/poisoned thorns, and other nefarious activities. Works as a class 
skill, once per day or spending a hit to refresh. 

• Cosmic Octohat. Priest. It is imbued with 1 class skill for the priest, and allows the priest to activate it once a 
day as a class skill (and a hit can be spent to refresh it, from the host or by feeding a victim’s essence to the hat 
in a sacrificial ritual.) It looks like an octopus headdress. 

• Magus Staff. Sorcerer. It can cast light at will, twice as bright as a torch. It can store up to 3 spells that its 
owner casts into it to be used at will later. It is excellent gear. When it first degrades, it loses its ability to hold 
spells. The second time it degrades, it cannot cast light, and it is no longer magical. 

• Bafflecloak. The cloak automatically makes counter-attacks -5 difficulty to survive. 
• Black Eye. The owner must have an available empty eye socket. When the obsidian stone is stuffed in the 

socket, it allows the owner to see normally even in complete darkness, and see invisible creatures. 


